LnQ: Building High Performance Dynamic Binary Translators with Existing Compiler Backends
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Abstract—This paper presents an LLVM+QEMU (LnQ) framework for building high performance and retargetable binary translators with existing compiler modules. Dynamic binary translation is a just-in-time (JIT) compilation from binary code of guest ISA to binary code of host ISA. The quality of translated code is critical to the performance of a dynamic binary translator, which translates code between different ISAs, so the translated code is often carefully hand-optimized. As a result, it takes tremendous implementation efforts for software engineers to port an existing dynamic binary translator to a new host ISA. The goal of LnQ framework is to enable the process of building high performance and retargetable dynamic binary translators with existing optimizers and code generation backends. LnQ framework consists of a translation module and an emulation engine. We design the translation module based on LLVM compiler infrastructure, and use QEMU as our emulation engine. We implement an x86-to-x86_64 dynamic binary translator with our LnQ framework to show that the framework is retargetable, and conduct experiments on SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks to show that the resulting binary translator has good performance. The experiment results indicate that the x86-to-x86_64 LnQ translator achieves an average speedup of 1.62X in integer benchmarks, and 3.02X in floating point benchmarks than QEMU.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic binary translation is a just-in-time (JIT) compilation from binary code of a guest ISA to a host ISA. When the guest ISA and the host ISA are the same, we refer to it as a same-ISA translator. The purposes of same-ISA translator is to improve performance or to instrument binary code. For example, Dynamo [1] uses dynamic binary translation techniques to improve execution performance, and DynamoRIO [2] PIN [3], Valgrind [4], Strata [5], [6], and Umpira [7] uses dynamic binary translation techniques for program instrumentation.

When the guest ISA is different from the host ISA, we refer to it as a cross-ISA binary translator. Cross-ISA binary translator enables application to migrate from one hardware platform to another, or to provide a virtualized platform to run an application without the specific hardware. For example, FX!32 [8], [9] enables application to migrate from IA-32 to Alpha, and IA-32EL [10] enables application to migrate from IA-32 to Itanium. Other migration examples include [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. QEMU [17], VmWare [18], and other virtualization systems [19], [20] use binary translation technique to provide server virtualization.

It takes tremendous efforts to build a cross-ISA translator. A same-ISA translator “translates” a binary code simply by copying it into a code cache [21], so there is little opportunity to improve performance by optimizing the code. On the other hand, a cross-ISA translator must prepare a carefully hand-optimized translation template [8], [10] for each guest instruction. As a result it takes tremendous efforts to build a new cross-ISA translator because of the preparation of these carefully hand-optimized translation templates.

The difficulty in building cross-ISA translators motivates us to develop the LLVM [22]+QEMU (LnQ) framework. The goal of LnQ framework is to enable the process of building high performance and retargetable dynamic binary translators with existing optimizers and code generation backends. We address the retargetability issue by translating the guest instructions into a machine-independent intermediate representations (IR), which can be used by other compiler modules, e.g., a code optimizer. With existing mature optimization techniques available from compiler backend, the quality of the translated code can be greatly improved.

To further improve performance without sacrificing retargetability, we show that many binary translation optimizations can be implemented at the machine-independent IR level, so that they only need to be implemented once in LnQ and can be applied to every translator built within LnQ framework thereafter. We implemented three such optimizations – block linking, indirect branch target caching, and shadow stack. Section III will describe these optimizations in details.

The main contributions of this paper are three folds.

• We designed and implemented the LnQ framework.
We introduce several novel approaches to build high performance dynamic binary translators with existing compiler modules.

- We showed how to implement binary optimization techniques in a retargetable way so that every binary translator built from LnQ can benefit from these optimizations.
- We build an x86-to-x86_64 binary translator to demonstrate the performance of LnQ. The x86-to-x86_64 LnQ binary translator is 1.62 times faster than QEMU in integer benchmarks and 3.02 times faster in floating point benchmarks.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the design and implementation of the LnQ framework. Section III describes how we implement retargetable runtime optimizations in LnQ framework. Section IV describes experiment results and evaluates the performance of LnQ. Section V introduces related works and Section VI concludes.

II. LnQ: Design and Implementation

This section describes the design of LnQ – a framework that builds high performance dynamic binary translators. The LnQ framework consists of two modules - an emulation module and a translation module, as shown in Figure 1. We use QEMU [23] as our emulation module, and build the translation module with LLVM [24] compiler infrastructure.

We first describe the design and execution flow of the translation module. Our translation module contains an LLVM IR translator, IR libraries, and an instruction description table of guest ISAs, as shown in Figure 2.

A. LLVM Intermediate Representation

We choose LLVM virtual instruction set as our intermediate representation (IR) of guest instructions for the following three reasons. First, the LLVM compiler infrastructure provides modular and reusable components for building an efficient just-in-time (JIT) runtime system. The LLVM infrastructure reduces the time and cost to develop LnQ framework. Second, LLVM is an open source project and is well-documented. We believe that an open source project greatly improves component interoperability and enables future extension of our research work. Thirdly, LLVM IR is well-defined and can be easily manipulated by a rich set of API.

B. IR Library and Instruction Description Table

To support a new guest ISA in LnQ framework, we need to provide LnQ the IR library and the instruction description table of the guest ISA. The IR library consists of pre-built LLVM IR templates for every guest instruction. These templates are referred to as translation functions. Each translation function implements the semantics of a guest instruction in C, and is compiled into LLVM IR with LLVM-enabled compilers, such as clang, llvm - gcc.

In addition to IR library we also need to provide an instruction description table that describes the properties of parameters related to the translation function of each guest instruction. A property of a parameter contains the type of the parameter (e.g. a constant or a register ID), and how to obtain the parameter (e.g. from the immediate operand of the decoded guest instruction).

This property approach improves guest ISA retargetability because guest ISA specific IR libraries and instruction description tables can be "plugged into" an LLVM IR translator. To support a new guest ISA, we only need to implement the semantics of all guest instructions with LLVM IR. Since the translation functions are written in C rather than in LLVM IR, it becomes much easier to support a new guest ISA in our LnQ framework.

C. LLVM IR Translator

The LLVM IR translator translates guest instructions into LLVM IR one guest basic block at a time, and passes the LLVM IR to LLVM JIT to generate host instructions. Figure 3 illustrates all steps of the translation flow.

First the translator creates an empty LLVM function as the starting address until it encounters a control transfer instruction, such as calls and branches. For each decoded instruction the translator fetches its translation function from IR library and supplies the needed arguments according to the instruction description table.
The translator creates a call instruction to the translation function after generating its arguments, inlines the translation function into the function body, then generate optimized code. After inlining all translation functions of guest instructions in current guest basic block, the generated LLVM function is sent to an optimization pass manager for optimization, and then sent to the code generator to generate host instructions. The LLVM inline API provides several optimizations to the inlined LLVM IRs, such as Constant Propagation and Unreachable Basic Block Elimination.

1) Register Mapping: Register mapping maps guest registers to host registers in order to eliminate redundant loads and stores of guest registers. If we map guest registers to host registers, then we can retrieve guest register values from host registers, and only need to update guest registers values (kept in memory) when we leave a translated block.

We map guest registers to LLVM registers, and let LLVM register allocator to map LLVM registers to host registers. However, LLVM IR must follow Static Single Assignment (SSA) form in which each LLVM register can only be defined once. As a result we need a mapping table to map each guest register to its current LLVM register, so that we can determine which LLVM register has a particular guest register from the mapping table.

The LLVM IR translator maintains the mapping table as follows. Initially the mapping table is empty. If we cannot find the corresponding LLVM register of a guest register in the mapping table, then the guest register was not loaded yet. The translator then creates a load instruction to load the guest register from memory to an LLVM register, and updates the mapping table so that future references to that guest register will be mapped to the LLVM register.

The translator looks up the mapping table mainly to determine which LLVM registers to use when constructing the arguments of a translation function. After constructing the arguments, the translator inlines the translation function.

If an inlined function, which is compiled by a LLVM-enabled compiler, modifies guest registers, then according to SSA constraints on LLVM register, the LLVM-enabled compiler places the new value of the guest register into another LLVM register. Therefore we need the following information to update the mapping table correctly – the modified guest registers and the new LLVM register this guest register should be mapped to.

Our solution is to associate the information of modified guest register and new LLVM register with every translation function. When the translator inlines the translation functions, it retrieves these information and will be able to update the mapping.

D. Emulation Module

Figure 4 illustrates the execution flow of a dynamic binary translator. First the loader loads the guest application image into memory. The guest code image consists of basic blocks that end with a control transfer instruction, such as calls, branches, etc. Currently LnQ uses guest basic block as the unit for translation and execution. The emulation module then initializes the guest CPU state which represents the state of the guest machine processors. For example, an x86 guest CPU state contains program counter, general purpose registers, and the eflags register, etc.

After initialization, the dispatch engine tries to locate the translated basic block of the current guest basic block, pointed by the guest program counter, with a directory to map the address of guest basic blocks to memory locations of their translated blocks in code cache. If the directory reports a hit for the current guest basic block, the control transfers to the memory location of its translated block in code cache. If we cannot find the translated block for the current guest basic block, the control transfers to the translation module, which will translate the current guest basic block and add an entry into the directory.
After the translated basic block is executed, the execution control transfers back to the emulation engine, which is referred to as context switching. The process is repeated until program terminates.

III. Runtime Optimizations

We can also integrate runtime optimizations that manipulate LLVM IRs to further improve the performance in LnQ framework. Those optimizations should be retargetable and not depend on either guest ISA or host ISA. Retargetability is an important goal of LnQ framework, and we expect those optimization techniques can be reused in all binary translators for all ISAs.

To demonstrate this ability, we implemented three classic optimizations that reduce the frequency of context switch between emulation engine and code cache. The three optimizations are block linking, indirect branch target caching, and shadow stack. We describe each of them in the following sections.

A. Block Linking

Block linking [1] links translated blocks in code cache so that program execution transfers directly from one code block to another so as to eliminate expensive context switching. Block linking targets at blocks that have a direct branch, a conditional direct branch, or a direct call instruction as the last instruction. We use “exit” to refer to these jump or call instruction that are at the end of a block, and each exit has an unique exit ID, and the destination of an exit is refer to as branch target.

Block linking can be either proactive or lazy. Proactive block linking links translated basic blocks whenever a new block is generated. A lazy block linking links translated basic blocks when a context switch occurs.

We choose lazy block linking for two reasons. First, lazy block linking links translated basic blocks only when the execution actually goes from one block to another. Second, when a new block is generated, proactive block linking must update the branch targets of all exits that go to the newly generated block, therefore we need a data structure that maps branch address of exits to the starting address of translated basic blocks. In contrast lazy block linking does not require this extra data structure, and will not incur extra maintenance overheads. Further comparisons between proactive and lazy block linkings can be found in [2], [25].

We implement block linking as follows. Before an execution thread leaves a block it stores the exit ID of the block in a specified thread-private memory location. Then the emulation engine locates the translated basic block pointed by the branch target, retrieves the exit ID that we just stored, then uses this exit ID to look into an exit-id-to-address mapping table that maps exit id to the address of an exit in code cache.

The entries of exit-id-to-address table is added when LLVM JIT generates host instructions for exits. Then the emulation engine will be able to patch the branch target of the exit of the block the execution thread just left. Please refer to Figure 5 for an illustration of our implementation.

B. Indirect Branch Target Caching

To further reduce the context switches, We use the indirect branch target caching (IBTC) to fast look up whether the target of the indirect branch has a translated basic block in code cache without returning to emulation engine. We add a IBTC lookup function calls at the ends of those blocks that end with indirect jumps and indirect calls instructions.

The IBTC contains a shared cache as shown in Figure 6. The shared cache is implemented as a direct-access hash table with 1K entry to cache all indirect branches. The hash table is indexed by the last 10 bits of the guest target address. Given a guest target address, we use the last 10 bits as the key to index the shared cache. If the comparison succeeds, the control then transfers to the memory location of the translated basic block. Otherwise, the control transfers back to the emulation engine, and updates the shared cache after locating the TBB.

C. Shadow Stack

Shadow stack (SS) optimizes function return mechanism in binary translation, and was first introduced in FX!32 [8]. Despite that a function return instruction can be viewed as an indirect branch, it can be optimized without indirect branch cache lookup. This is because the guest return address is known when the translator translates a guest call instruction since the call pushes the guest return address onto the stack.
follow. We assign a memory location, called address box, that goes back to emulation engine. If the translated basic block of the guest return address is not translated, we push the address going back to emulation engine. However, if the block of the function ends without looking up indirect branch cache or from which we can fetch the host return address when the guest return address does not yet have its translated basic block, it checks whether there is a address box that should store the address of this translated block but is marked untranslated. If such address box is found, the translator marks the address box as translated and stores the address of translated basic block into the address box. For each guest call instruction, we insert instructions to push the content of its address box on top of the shadow stack. Please refer to Figure 7 as an illustration.

As for each guest return instruction, we insert pop shadow stack instructions in the end of the translated block. Note that we need to perform a check to see whether the guest return address is matched to the one stored on top of the shadow stack. If they are matched, the execution directly transfers to the address that is popped from the shadow stack. If the addresses are not matched, we flush the shadow stack. If they are matched, the execution directly transfers back to the emulation engine.

The details of our implement of shadow stack are as follow. We assign a memory location, called address box, to each guest call instruction, which stores either the host return address or the return address back to emulation engine. If the translated basic block does not yet have its translated basic block in code cache, we marks the address box as untranslated and stores the return address back to emulation engine in the address box. Then, when the translator generates a translated basic block, it checks whether there is a address box that should store the address of this translated block but is marked untranslated. If such address box is found, the translator marks the address box as translated and stores the address of translated basic block into the address box.

For each guest call instruction, we insert instructions to push the content of its address box on top of the shadow stack. Please refer to Figure 7 as an illustration.

As for each guest return instruction, we insert pop shadow stack instructions in the end of the translated block. Note that we need to perform a check to see whether the guest return address is matched to the one stored on top of the shadow stack. If they are matched, the execution directly transfers to the address that is popped from the shadow stack. If the addresses are not matched, we flush the shadow stack. If the shadow stack is no longer valid, and the execution transfers back to the emulation engine.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

1) Performance of LnQ: We conduct experiments to evaluate LnQ by building an x86-to-x86\_64 dynamic binary translator with the LnQ framework. We use QEMU version 0.13.0 as the emulation engine module, and use LLVM version 2.8 to implement the translation module.

LnQ uses an LLVM class MCDisassembler to disassemble x86 machine instructions. We use X86GenDisassemblerTables.inc to generate the prototypes of translation functions and the instruction property table. We also use template functions to speedup the implementation of translation functions. For example, we use the add() template function to implement variations of add instructions for different types of parameters. We have implemented all instructions needed by SPEC CPU 2006.

We modified the LLVM library slightly to meet the needs of the emulation module. We instruct the register allocator not to use a specified host register which holds the base memory address of the guest CPU state. This is important because a dynamic binary translator needs one host register to hold the base address of the guest CPU state during the execution. For example, QEMU uses r14 as the CPU state register in x86\_64 host machine. If the register allocator allocates r14 register, the content of r14 will be overwritten and the application will crash.

We use the default optimization option provided by LLVM Just-In-Time compiler. The optimization level invoked by this default option is equivalent to GCC “-O2”.

A. Experiment Settings

Our experiments were conducted on an Intel Core2 CPU 975 @ 3.33GH machine with 12GB of memory. The operating system is 64 bit Gentoo distribution Linux. We use SPEC CPU 2006 as our benchmarks. All benchmarks are compiled with GCC 4.3.4 with “-O2 -m32” flags.

We run all benchmarks via the standard SPEC runscript with configuration files. We run each benchmark three times with reference inputs and take the average as the experiment result. We compare the performance of our LnQ with QEMU 0.13.0.

B. Performance of LnQ

We first compare the runtime performance of LnQ with QEMU. The results are shown in Figure 8 where Figure 8(a) shows results of integer benchmarks and Figure 8(b) shows results of floating point benchmarks. The Y-axis is speedup factor of running time of LnQ compared with QEMU.

As shown in Figure 8(a), the speedup factors range from 1.12X to 2.54X, and LnQ is 1.62 times faster than QEMU on average for integer benchmarks. The speedup factors improve significantly in floating benchmarks. For SPEC CFP 2006 benchmarks, the geometric mean of speedup factors is 3.02X compared to QEMU. The speedup factors range from 2.24X to 4.8X.

The main reason of this significant improvement is due to insufficient translation ability of QEMU. The QEMU translator, called Tiny Code Generator (TCG), does not support floating point operations yet [26]. As a result TCG translates all floating point instructions into helper function calls. On
the other hand, the LLVM backend used in LnQ could generate host floating point instructions directly, and hence we gains much performance improvement than QEMU.

C. Performance of LLVM Just-In-Time Compiler

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LLVM Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler used in LnQ. As described in Section II-D, the total running time of a dynamic binary translator can be divided into three portions: the dispatch time, the translation time and the execution time spent in code cache. Therefore, in the following two sections, we first evaluate the execution time spent in code cache, and then we evaluate the translation time of LLVM JIT.

Note that, for the sake of simplicity of presentation, we list only results of representative subset of SPEC 2006 as suggested in [27] in following experiments. We, however, still show the geometric means derived from all benchmarks of SPEC CINT 2006 and SPEC CFP 2006.

1) Execution Time Spent in Code Cache: We begin by evaluating the execution time of LnQ and QEMU. To be a fair comparison, we turn off all the runtime optimizations used in LnQ and QEMU. We turn off Block Linking, IBTC, and Shadow Stack in LnQ, and Block Linking in QEMU, which is only runtime optimization in QEMU. We profile the execution time by insert timing function before entering code cache and after exiting code cache. The results are shown in Figure 9.

From Figure 9, we see the execution time spent in code cache of LnQ improves about 10% in integer benchmarks and about 135% in floating point benchmarks. The significant improvement of floating point benchmarks is again contributed by translation ability of LLVM JIT as explained in previous section. The improvement of translation quality in integer benchmarks is not as expected. Thus, the major improvement of integer benchmarks shown in Figure 8 can be contributed by runtime optimizations, which we further investigate the effects of runtime optimizations in Section IV-D.

2) Translation Overhead: We now evaluate the translation overhead of LnQ. Table I compares the numbers of guest basic blocks, and total running time and translation time in seconds are listed for each benchmarks. The numbers in parentheses are the percentages of translation time versus total running time.

![Figure 8. Speedup factors of LnQ in of SPEC CPU2006 compared with QEMU.](image)

![Figure 9. Speedup factors of execution time spent in code cache of LnQ compared to QEMU. The numbers above bars are](image)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>LnQ</th>
<th>QEMU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total</td>
<td>translation</td>
<td>total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perlbench</td>
<td>57592</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>4240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbquantum</td>
<td>2580</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asia</td>
<td>7920</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>1598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalancbmk</td>
<td>29085</td>
<td>1248</td>
<td>2424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geos. mean of trns.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lesle3d</td>
<td>6074</td>
<td>3147</td>
<td>10344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculix</td>
<td>14992</td>
<td>9831</td>
<td>35622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coctusADM</td>
<td>9525</td>
<td>5650</td>
<td>22714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dealII</td>
<td>14076</td>
<td>2071</td>
<td>6814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpir</td>
<td>2594</td>
<td>2854</td>
<td>5941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>povray</td>
<td>12854</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>5111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geos. mean of trns.</td>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
intolerable for small jobs. For example, the translation overhead of 403.gcc benchmark is 28% of total running time in average. This is due to that there are large number of guest basic blocks, about 60,000, in 403.gcc benchmark, and the running time is not long enough to compensate the translation overhead. We have not addressed this problem in current LnQ framework. In future work, we may adopt two phase translation approach similar to IA-32 EL [10] into LnQ framework.

D. Optimization Effects of Runtime Optimization

We further investigate the effects of each runtime optimization techniques – Block Linking (BL), IBTC, and Shadow Stack (SS). We use LnQ without any runtime optimization as our baseline. We then evaluate the effect of each optimization by adding one optimization at a time in the order of Block Linking, IBTC, and Shadow Stack. Note that it is reasonable to present the optimization effects with BL, BL+IBTC, and BL+IBTC+SS combinations because these three optimizations aim at different cases as described in Section III. The results are shown in Figure 10.

From Figure 10, the improvements of runtime optimizations are significant in integer benchmarks. We calculate the improvement by subtracting the speedup factor of each optimization combination with its previous one. The average improvements are 432%, 78%, and 236% for Block Linking, IBTC, and Shadow Stack, respectively. These significant improvements of integer benchmarks are because the integer benchmarks tend to have more complicated control flow than floating point benchmarks. The average improvements of runtime optimizations in floating benchmarks are 90%, 43%, and 66% for Block Linking, IBTC, and Shadow Stack respectively.

Because the purpose of these optimizations is to reduce the frequency of going back to emulation engine, we further investigate the effects of each optimizations by showing the reduction of percentages of dispatch time. The results are shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, we can see most benchmarks are benefit from Block Linking optimization, which explains the 432% improvement of Block Linking. As for IBTC optimization, only benchmarks using indirect branches have performance gain from IBTC optimization. For example, astart, libquantum, calculix, leslie3d, lbm and cactusADM have less improvement from IBTC. Shadow Stack also improves most benchmarks.

Two additional notes, the first is although the dispatch time of some floating point benchmarks are reduced dramatically, the improvements may not be that significant. This is because the dispatch time is not major part of total running time. For example, there are little dispatch time in cactusADM and lbm benchmarks. Section, the optimizations also improve the temporal locality of LnQ in that most program execution are in code cache.

E. Slowdown of LnQ Compared to Native Run

In the last experiment, we examine the slowdown factors of LnQ compared to the native runs. For native runs, we compile SPEC benchmarks only with the “-O2” option without the “-m32” option. The results are shown in Figure 12.

From Figure 12, the geometric means of slowdown factors in SPEC CINT2006 are 4.00X and 6.49X in LnQ and QEMU, respectively. The slowdown factors increase in SPEC CFP2006, which are 6.76X and 20.52X in LnQ and QEMU. The slowdown factors of floating point benchmarks are larger than those of integer benchmarks because the floating point operations in x86 architecture are stack-like operations, in which LnQ cannot perform register mapping for floating point registers. Results in Figure 12 shows that there is room for improvement for dynamic binary translates.

V. RELATED WORKS

The most related works to our paper is QEMU [17] and LLVM-QEMU [28]. Prior to QEMU version 0.10, QEMU translated guest instructions into a series of micro operations. Each micro operation is implemented by C and is compiled into host machine instructions by gcc.

There are two disadvantages of this approach. First, the generated host instructions can only be blindly pasted into TBB, and is difficult to be further optimize according to the context of guest basic block, such as registers mapping. Second, the approach is tightly bound to a specified version of gcc so that the micro operation can be compiled correctly.
LnQ framework does not have these two shortcomings. First, the Just-In-Time compiler can load LLVM IRs at runtime and further optimize them according to the context of current guest basic block, applying optimization passes such as constant propagation, unreachable basic block elimination, etc. Second, the generated IR follows LLVM semantics and can be understood by LLVM components, so it is not restricted to any specific version of LLVM-enabled compilers.

QEMU uses its own tiny code generator (TCG) after version 0.10. As before, the guest instructions are split into several TCG operations, then the TCG parses those micro operations and generates machine code. However, the translation ability of TCG currently is still insufficient. For example, TCG does not support floating point operations yet [26], which results in poor performance in floating point benchmarks.

Chipounov et al [28] use LLVM to compile micro operation functions of QEMU version 0.9. This approach is basically translating the intermediate representation generated by QEMU into LLVM IR and then generate host binary. The advantage of this approach is it can support all guest ISA supported by QEMU since it use QEMU to decode the guest instructions. The disadvantages of this approach is its inefficient as reported in [28]. Possible causes may be there are redundant IRs generated from micro functions and the insufficient translation ability of QEMU as mentioned above.

Our approach translates each guest instruction directly into LLVM instructions, and this approach can achieve much better performance as shown in Section IV.

Walkabout [11] is a retargetable binary translation framework developed by University of Queensland and Sun Microsystems. It uses a machine dependent intermediate representation to translate and execute binary code from a source machine on a host machine. Walkabout uses machine specifications to describe the syntax and semantics of source and host machine instructions, and how to select hot paths. The performance reported in [11] is a slowdown factor of 139. Even with PathFinder on SPARC.V9 the slowdown factor was 0.6 to 15.

Pin [3] and Strata [5] are both same-ISA binary translator frameworks, which also emphasize on their retargetability. As mentioned previously same-ISA dynamic binary translators translate binary code by copying the application code into code cache, therefore they do not focus on retargetable code generation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper introduces the LnQ (LLVM+QEMU) framework by which one can build high performance and retargetable dynamic binary translators with existing optimizers and code generation backends. In this paper, we explain the design and implementation of LnQ framework. We use LLVM compiler infrastructure to design the IR library and the IR translator in the translation module. We also describe how to build IR library and the translation process of the IR translator. We also show how we perform register mapping and retargetable runtime optimizations in the IR translator.

We evaluate the performance of LnQ by building an x86-to-x86_64 dynamic binary translator with LnQ framework. The experimental results show 1.62X speedup for SPEC CINT2006 and 3.02X speedup for SPEC CFP2006 in average compared to QEMU. The translation overhead of LnQ is 1.16% of total running time.
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